
DAYDREAM 4EVER
A milestone in the DreamVision Home 

Cinema Concept

Our philosophy has always been to provide 
you with a complete, adequate and high-
end solution whatever your needs or 
inspiration

Using the DreamVision Home Cinema 
projectors in association with the 
DayDream motorized projection screens 
ensures a high quality picture in all kinds of 
rooms and environments

DreamVision offers a wide range of options, 
short throw to ultra long throw lenses, 
programmable remote controls and 
external hub/video-processor

We consider our 4EVER Screen as a milestone insofar as it gives you the possibility to choose among 4 different 
projection formats with a single screen and a single remote
Thanks to 2 motors and moving black dull drop, may your source be in SDTV 4:3, HDTV 16:9, 1.85:1 Widescreen or 
2.35:1 Cinemascope format, this state-of-the-art motorized screen will always ideally fit to it
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The 4EVER 
Screen can be 
controlled by 
any computer or 
domotic device 
through its RS232 
interface board

It therefore can 
perfectly integrate 
any custom 
installations or 
Home Automation 
system

Lateral tensioning 
cables assure a 
long-lasting and 
total flatness 
and curl free 
performance



A high contrast 1.3 gain surface specially designed for Home 
Theatre application will give its best performance in association 
with any of the DreamVision video projectors 

This new model exists in two different sizes, which could find a 
place in any room

The black backing eliminates any interference created by the 
possible presence of light sources behind the screen

The European Designed elegant white case will not perturbate 
your interior decoration

models 4EVER 100 4EVER 120

base (width) 203 cm 244 cm

height (4:3) 152 cm 183 cm

height (16:9) 114 cm 137 cm

height (1.85:1) 109 cm 132 cm

height (2.35:1) 86 cm 104 cm

Black drop 20 cm 20 cm

box length 231 cm 272 cm

box colour white white

total weight 34 kg 40 kg

thickness 0.4 mm 0.4 mm

gain 1.3 1.3

black back yes yes

RS232 yes yes
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